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Solvation e鉦ectplays an important role in various fields of natural science. One of the 
most interesting issues regarding the solvation effect is its large influence on near critical binary 
mixtures. Experimentally， itis well-known that the addition of salt ions to a binary mixture 
causes a shift of the critical temperature. Many investigations have been performed to reveal 
the effect of ions near-critical solutions. Several authors suggested that small-sized clusters of 
each component are formed even in one-ph錨 eregion experimentally [1]. 
Recently， Onuki and Kitamura theoretically showed that the solvation of salt ions induces a 
long-range periodic structure in conjunction with a critical concentration fluctuation [2]. How-
ever， tothe best of our knowledge， no experimental evidence of such the structure exists. 
The mixture of water and 与methylpyridine(3MP) is known to have a large salt e旺ect
on the critical temperature. Thus we have performed small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) 
experiments on the mixtures of water， 3MP and salts， such as LiCl， NaCl， KCl and MgS04， 
to investigate the concentration fluctuations and structures below the critical temperature with 
and without salt. 
SANS measurements were performed using SANS-U at JRR-3M of the J apan Atomic Energy 
(JAEA). The momentum transfer， Q (=47rsinO/入， where入isthe wavelength， and 20 is the 
scattering a時 le)，ranged from 4.2x10-3 to 5.2x10-2 A-l. The temperaturewωincreased from 





Figure 1(a) shows SANS profiles from the binary mixture of D20j3MP. The critical phe-
nomena belong to the universality class of 3D-1sing: the SANS profiles are explained by the 
Ornstein-Zernike function， the forward scattering 10 and the correlation length c diverge with 
approaching critical point， and their critical indexes are γ= 1.24 and v = 0.63， respectively. 
On the other hand， the results of the ternary mixtures could not be explained with the 
standard 3D-1si時 behavior.(See Fig. 1(b) ) Thus， we tried to apply the scattering function 




The first term indicates critical concentration fluctuation and the second term is derived from 
a periodic structure. All the profiles from the samples with salt are well explained by eq (1). 
The concentration fluctuation follows the 3D-1sing behavior， and the long periodic structure is 
enhanced as we approach the critical point ( See Fig. 1 (c) ). 
These results suggest that a structural modification is induced by the coupling of solvation 
and critical concentration fluctuation [4]. 
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Figure 1: (a) SANS profile from binary D20 j3MP system and the result of the Ornstein-Zernike 
fitting. (b) SANS profile from ternary D20j3MP jLiCl and the Ornstein-Zernike function. The 
inset shows the di百erencebetween the measured intensity and the Ornstein-Zernike function at 
306.5K. (c) Temperature variation from D20j3MP jLiCl and the long-range periodic structure 
indicated by the second term of Eq. (1). 
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